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Abstract—Using of remote tools for studying courses in 

electronics (digital design or microcontroller programming)  

can increase the efficiency of student learning. RHE (Remote 

Hardware Education) is a set of software and hardware 

equipment. And also, to reduce the load on the use of hardware 

testing, which will entail a reduction in costs for the purchase 

of components. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced universities to 
move to distance education and completely change the way 
they teach. This has not only led to the intensive use of 
online technologies for lecturing, but also raised the question 
of conducting laboratory seminars using real equipment. 
Learning of digital design is impossible without gaining 
practical skills. For more, most educational institutions 
around the world use FPGA. That is reason why students are 
given the opportunity to study certain disciplines, while 
testing the acquired skills on the "development boards". With 
help of these "boards" the student can see immediately 
whether he understood the theoretical material correctly or 
not. But, unfortunately, the price on these boards is in such a 
price range that educational institutions cannot purchase so 
many units, that each student can work separately. In this 
case, students must form groups of three or five people and 
perform laboratory work in teams. It is the lack of individual 
student work that negatively affects the educational of the 
course. 

To solve this problem, systems are used that allow 
students to perform laboratory work with hardware remotely, 
for example, at home, individually, while interacting with the 
required number of peripherals of the "stand", and see the 
results through the client [1, 5, 9]. 

II. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

RHE (Remote Hardware Education) is a set of software 
and hardware that allows you to remotely program FPGAs or 
microcontrollers. 

The complex consist of a client part, in the form of a 
program that connects to the server part via the Internet. In 
turn, the server part consists of a Master-server, which 
manages the Slave-servers via wireless communication 

technologies. Each Slave-server is connecting to a 
development board with FPGA or microcontroller, which 
controls the peripherals that are installed on the board. Both 
Master and Slave servers are Raspberry Pi (specialized 
single-board computers) [4]. 

FPGA-based project development will take place on the 
client side with Quartus Prime software [3]. During 
development, the student must assign a chip and pins 
according to the documentation to the development board. 
While developing a project, the student simulate a project. 
Student make testbenches in the hardware description 
language (Verilog or VHDL) and time diagrams are drawn 
by simulation software [2, 8]. These timing diagrams can 
then be compared with those obtained on the debug 
board.The development board with the FPGA chip is 
connected to the slave server. If the project was compiled 
successfully, the student must upload the FPGA 
configuration file to the client part of the remote software 
and send it to the Master-server. This file will be transferred 
from the main server to the slave server. The FPGA 
programming tool will be installed on the slave server. In our 
case, this is Altera Remote JTAG Server - part of the Quartus 
tools. Slave-servers will program the connected development 
board through GPIO ports. 

In the client part of the remote software, we can also 
control the signals that are fed to the input ports of the 
development board and can see signals from the 
development board. 

III. THE CLIENT PART 

As described above, the client part is a program on the 
user's computer [6]. The program will have the following 
interface: login/registration window and the main window. In 
login/registration window has placed fields for entering login 
and password; as well as additional fields, for entering last 
name, first name and organization, which use for registration 
in the system. The main window will display: 

 development board with active components, 
particularly with switches or keys; 

 static output signals from development board that 
emulate LEDs on board; 
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 imitation of logic analyzer, which will show time 
diagrams from the data lines which the logic analyzer 
is connected; 

 current consumption, which is read from the ammeter 
and allows experiments to measure the dependence of 
current on the frequency and size of the project on the 
FPGA; 

 field for downloading the firmware file to the 
debugging board. 

In case of working with the debugging board with FPGA, 
the client part will analyze the firmware file, in order to 
check the correct connection of such baselines as 'clk', 'reset' 
and switch lines according to the specific board. 

IV. THE SERVER 

The server is required to receive a request from a user 
who sends this request from the client side [7]. The server is 
essentially divided into two major sub-parts: part of the main 
control (Master-server) and part of the child controls (Slave-
server). The main control element is the part that is 
responsible for receiving the request from the user, then 
analyzes among a number of child elements and selects the 
one, that can process this request in the future. After the child 
element has been selected, the Master-server generates 
request to the Slave-server: this request includes commands, 
that directly control the process of interaction with the 
FPGA. When the FPGA-board starts, the Slave-server will 
analyze the activity on the I/O ports, generate and send data 
packets to the Master-server; the main control will forward 
the packets to the client. 

Every Slave-server, that interacts with the FPGA, is 
allocated for each active session. The Master-server in turn 
acts as an arbiter. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the complex RHE 

V. PART OF THE MAIN CONTROL ELEMENT 

Both a regular computer and a specialized computer can 
be selected as the main control element (Master-server). The 
main requirement for the executing of this component is the 
operating system, which provides reception and processing 
of requests from the client, analysis of these requests and 
transmission to the selected child control (Slave-server) and 
the implementation of reverse exchange. Also, the task of the 
Master-server is to manage the process of working with 
many clients at the same time – this allows many students to 
perform work contemporaneously. 

VI. PART OF THE CHILD CONTROLS 

It is planned to choose a specialized computer with a 
high-level operating system for the role of one control 
element (Slave-server). This allows the use of multi-level 
software modules, services and drivers, which speeds up 
system development and simplifies software support in the 
future. For example, instead of creating an interface for 
FPGA programming, you can install a special driver for the 
programmer chip. One of the tasks of the Slave-server is the 
analysis of logical levels on the I/O ports: after starting the 
FPGA firmware, all logical levels will be read, data packets 
will be formed and sent to the Master-server; the Master-
server will send packets to the client, and the client will 
simulate and display the result in the form of time diagram. 

The developed system provides several such controls. 
Each FPGA-board must have its own control (Slave-server), 
which will be subordinated to the main control (Master-
server). 

An ammeter is used to measure the current consumption 
of the development board, which can be connected to a 
Slave-server via a USB port. This simple methods allows 
you to see how the current changes depending on the system 
frequency, the size of the project on the FPGA chip. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The complex described in this article will allow you to 
work remotely with FPGA or microcontroller development 
board. This opportunity provides a solid foundation for 
building in the field of hardware, the process of distance 
learning, which is becoming increasingly popular every day, 
or is the only means of learning during today's emergencies. 
Also, remote work with hardware has great potential in 
creating an Internet service that provides a hardware 
platform for users, who do not have the opportunity to 
purchase a similar platform. 
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